Abstract. While a growing literature is exploring blogs and blogospheres as loci for informal political engagement, the development of political discourse via specific framing dynamics in blogging practice has so far been overlooked. By investigating the content of 62 blogs from four different ideological streams, this study specifically focuses on the Cuban blogosphere to address the question of how political consciousness and potential for collective action may emerge in blogging practice. Findings show that 1) critical evaluations, personal narratives and traditional socialist rhetoric mix as the raw materials of an emerging online political debate; 2) this particular mix varies depending on the political leaning of the bloggers; 3) potential for collective action is very limited mostly due to the lack of a strong agency component among critical bloggers and the still heavy presence of an outdated socialist rhetoric among state-aligned bloggers.
In the following sections, the paper will discuss theoretical contributions on political discourse and political cognition, with a specific focus on the use of frame theory in the analysis of political consciousness and cognitive potential for collective action. Next, data and methods will be described. The remainder of the paper will specifically develop a frame analysis of meaning construction in the Cuban blogosphere.
Political discourse in everyday life
The first question to be addressed in the analysis of political discourse concerns exactly the definition of "political", or which texts can be identified as political. Van Dijk (1995) suggests that political texts may be identified by looking at their wider context, that is, their actors, practices, elements of time and space, and other circumstantial attributes. If we aim to analyze a call for protest as an example of political discourse, for instance, we need to identify authors and audiences, explore dissent practices -e.g., in terms of claims, protest activities and forms of protest -, and consider the specific timing and location of both the call and the protest.
Given specific contextual characteristics, political discourse is often identified and measured on the basis of its potential to influence the institutional polity, or the ability to accomplish political aims and goals (Van Dijk, 1997: 14) . While discussing the definition of "political discourse analysis," Fairclough and Fairclough (2012) , for instance, discuss the application of an analysis of "practical argumentation," or argumentation that is deliberate over specific alternatives of action for or against institutional political choices. They state: "This is a view of politics in which the question of action, of what to do, is the fundamental question" (2012: 17, italics in the original). Hence, this view of politics also implies agency in the short-term, or the ability to engage in action aimed at quick political change.
Nevertheless, not always discourse, especially when pertaining to the nonofficial political domain, can influence directly political decision-making. If we look at the social movement literature, for instance, we realize that social movements, albeit functioning as collective social agents, in the short-to-medium term have often led to socio-cultural shifts rather than direct political changes (see, among the others, Giugni, 1998; 2012; Meyer and Whittier, 1994; Rochon, 1994) . Giugni suggests that the major influence of social movements "resides not so much in provoking some immediate reaction from political leaders apart from increased repression, but in providing a fertile ground for what would come later. […] This does not mean that the political impact of the movements is nonexistent, but that it is at best an indirect one." (2012: online). More so, if we draw our attention to everyday life texts, how do we ascertain if discourse is indicating an even indirect political change in the wider society?
This question may be addressed by looking at political contexts as characterized by a set of properties -general and specific -, as shown in Table 1 .
Societal domain à Systems à
Values à Ideologies à Institutions à Organizations à Groups à Actors à Relations à Process à Actions à Discourses à Cognition Table 1 : Relevant categories for the definition of political context, from general to specific (Van Dijk, 1997: 16-18 ).
If we look at the abstract domain of politics, we can interpret it as embodied by different political systems (e.g., dictatorship, democracy) and supported by political values (e.g., equality, freedom) that generate from specific ideologies (e.g., communism, fascism). Institutions, organizations, societal groups and actors then concretely support or dissent from those political systems. At different levels of this layered definition of political context, we find different relations between actors and entities (institutional or not) that lead to a fluid organization of the domain via the political process. The political process itself originates from specific political actions (e.g., governmental decisions, strikes). At the core of such political actions, we find political discourse that emerges from a shared definition of society as a working system, that is, from political cognition. In fact, political cognition -via animating perceptions, prejudices, and representations of public life -provides the symbolic grounds for political discourse. Now, everyday life discourse may be politically contextualized in terms of its actors (i.e., authors and recipients) and practices (e.g., conversation, quarrel, written exchange). Further circumstantial indicators (e.g., time, place) may also be easily identified. But, most importantly, while in most cases its direct or indirect political impact could not be measured, one could investigate its "symbolic economy," (Van Dijk 1995: 44) that is, uncover processes of meaning construction around social power and power relations in society.
Political Cognition and Frames
Political cognition refers to the acquisition and elaboration of political knowledge, that is, of the narrative, descriptive and evaluative statements (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004) that we use for the construction of interpretative schemata of events, actors and groups having to do with the political domain. Van Dijk (2002) suggests that there is a direct relationship between political cognition and political discourse; a relationship where personal beliefs and attitudes mingle with more socially shared interpretative schemata. In fact, discourses may present socially shared beliefs and/or prejudices (e.g., conservative attitudes towards immigrants, liberalist approaches to economic crisis) but they also signal personalized, subjective mental models of political contexts. More specifically, Van Dijk (2002: 224) recognizes three dimensions of cognition in a cultural community: a general common sense knowledge, shared by the whole cultural community and mainly undisputed; a group knowledge, shared by the members of a specific group and coupled with that group's ideology; a personal knowledge developed at individual level and influenced by both common sense knowledge and group knowledge.
In the shift from political cognition to political discourse, knowledge items are organized in interpretative schemata, that is, they take specific order, prominence and direction within an organic structure of meaning. In the symbolic interactionist and constructionist traditions, the concept of interpretative schemata has been directly associated to that of frames. In fact, drawing upon Bateson's early work (1972) on human cognitive behaviour, Goffman explained frames as "schemata of interpretation " (1974: 21) , or processes of signification where meanings become functional to organize social experience. After these early conceptualizations, different disciplines have provided their own elaborations of frame approaches (author removed: unpublished) but in this study we will specifically focus on frames in the domain of political cognition and political discourse.
In the specific domain of political cognition and political discourse, for the past thirty years the work of Snow, Benford and colleagues has become particularly prominent in redrawing academic attention to the interpretative dimension of mobilization, that centred on beliefs, values, and ideology (see, among the others, Benford, 1993a Benford, , 1993b Benford, , 1997 Benford and Snow, 2000; Snow 2004; Snow and Benford, 1988, 1992; Snow and Byrd 2007; Snow et al., 1986 . But it was Gamson (1992a)'s work Talking Politics that pivotally investigated frames in everyday life discourse. Gamson (1992a) describes frames as collective ideas, not necessarily used to engage in direct political action -as, for instance, in social movements claims -but functional to organize political consciousness that may later lead to mobilization. More specifically, Gamson looked at the way people discuss societal problems in everyday life, showing that in many cases "their conversation is divorced from an action context […] ; nevertheless, their frame has important collective action components" (1992a: 4). In Gamson's investigation of political talk, people formulate frames via a "resource strategy " (1992a: 117-134) , that is, after both media content and direct or quasi-direct (i.e., through friends) experience of societal issues. The resulting frames are organized according to a threefold model that includes injustice, agency, and identity components (1992a: 6-7). The injustice component has a moral connotation: its presence is signalled by the use of ideas of injustice and by the identification of targets of moral indignation. In so doing, the injustice component tends towards a "hot cognition," that is, it produces political talk via a highly emotional prism. The agency component refers to the possibility to alter or contrast given conditions, e.g., specific policies or governmental decisions. Through the agency component, frames define people as potential agents in the social and political domain. Finally, the identity component refers to the process of identifying a 'we' in opposition to some 'they" with a strongly different connotation.
Hence, frames populate political consciousness in everyday life talk, generating political discourse in the non-official political domain. Frame components differently emerge in political discourse depending on how people draw on mediagenerated knowledge and on their own experience (Gamson 1992a (Gamson , 1992b within their cultural community and, possibly, within any specific ideological group (Van Dijk, 2002 ).
Blogging Politics
Frame analyses of political discourse in the non-official political domain have primarily investigated social movements' collective action frames i and framing processes in people's conversations (Gamson, 1992a; 1992b) ii . While an emerging literature is now drawing attention to public sphere processes and new forms of political engagement in online contexts -with specific focus on social media -the shaping of online political discourse via framing processes has so far been overlooked. In particular, the growing literature on blogs as loci for political debate (Adamic and Glance, 2005; Chang Woo-young and Park, 2012; Etling et al., 2010; Herring et al., 2005; Moe, 2011; Park and Kluver, 2009; Radsch, 2008; Rahimi, 2011; Zhuo, 2009 ) has so far little investigated the possible emergence of collective action frames that may indicate a potential for mobilization around specific societal issues.
Overall, research on blogs and blogospheres has shown that blogging eases the renegotiation of public and private discourse practices, where popular and unpopular topics differently spread from blog to blog in dynamics of concentration and isolation. Moreover, blog content often mingles with that on other web 2.0 sites and with mainstream media agendas, possibly affecting larger public sphere dynamics. In line with these considerations, this study considers bloggers as social agents who blur argumentations in support or against normative politics via the extensive use of personal narratives and cultural knowledge.
Blogging Politics in Cuba
By applying a framing approach, this study specifically focuses on political discourse emerging in Cuban blogs. Cuba makes an interesting case study for several reasons. First, since the 1959 Revolution, Cuba has been ruled by an authoritarian government, that has full control on all media content, the only exception being the US-funded radio and TV Martí's programs. Despite this authoritarian approach has extended to new ICT platforms -generating high obstacles for public access to the Internet -, according to official statistics Cubans have on average extremely high ICT skills (ITU, 2012) , with this figure being linked to the high literacy rates in the country.
Second, the Cuban context, given its geopolitical history, is characterized by a unique cultural mixing. As Venegas states, Cuba "offers a case study in how new private and public selves, aided by digital media, can evolve from the ruins of both capitalist and socialist schemes" (2010: 6). In particular, the Internet was introduced to Cuba in 1996, a moment in which the country was fully immersed in the Period Especial or the "Special Period in Times of Peace". The Special Period was officially declared at the end of 1990, when the disappearance of the Soviet bloc led to the country's loss of Soviet trade and support. This period -officially still in place but particularly felt in the first ten years -defined the country economically, politically and culturally. The extreme economic downturn characterized by both the US economic embargo and the sudden loss of Russian subsidies left "memories of deprivation and hopelessness; hunger and heat; of wheeling and dealing; of dreams of a life elsewhere" (Hernandez-Reguant, 2009a: 1). The country looked for remedy via opening up to foreign investment and international tourism, reforming its socialist constitution. Given the initial wave of economic reform, many thought that political change would also unfold, leading Cuba towards the same transition happened in the ex Soviet bloc after 1989. However, when economic indicators started improving, the government renewed its authoritarian control on both private entrepreneurship and oppositional discourses. Finally, while the "embargo culture" (Venegas, 2010: 8) continued affecting Cubans' everyday life -and bolstering anti-US ideas -the new economic situation also eased cultural changes. Many Cubans emigrated, reinforcing the imaginary of a new cosmopolitan Cuban identity. At home, while "high" culture stressed on the separation between arts and politics, popular culture started using communist symbols for popular critique (Hernandez-Reguant, 2009a: 11-12) , mixing them with Cuban traditions and folklore.
Finally, against this background, Cuban authorities limited the development of the Internet to specific public sectors, namely official institutions and state companies, while private citizens started looking for access through work, hotels, hospitals and black market (Price, 2011: 40) . Despite obvious limitations, Cuban Internet use emerged in the 2000s (Hoffman, 2011) and, since 2007, the number of personal and collective blogs has kept mushrooming.
While the limited literature on the Cuban blogosphere has so far provided a general discussion of its development given structural restrictions (Henken, 2011; Hoffman, 2011; author removed, unpublished; Uxo, 2010) , this paper will focus on framing processing emerging in Cuban blogs. The aim is that of exploring how common sense, ideological and personal knowledge mingle in online non-official political talk in contemporary Cuba.
Data
The study focuses on the content published on 62 blogs from 1 July 2011 through 30 June 2012. Blogs were selected from four blog platforms populating the Cuban blogosphere: Voces Cubanas, Havana Times, Bloggers Cuba, and La Joven Cuba. More specifically, blogs were sampled according to their ideological leaning. Voces Cubanas (http://vocescubanas.com/) -turned from digital magazine into blog platform in 2007 -focuses on the emergence of citizen journalism that could offer a critical approach to state authoritarianism (Henken 2011: 174 All blogs from the four platforms were included in the sample, save for photographic blogs, those not active in the sample period, and those non accessible at the time of coding (i.e., July-December 2012). Two Spanish-speaking researchers coded all the posts published during the sample period (i.e., 2,787 posts of which 1,447 from Voces Cubanas, 664 from Havana Times, 335 from Bloggers Cuba, and 341 from La Joven Cuba) according to a pre-set codebook. The codebook was designed to collect data on general issues and specific topics discussed in each post. Codes were generated by drawing upon Etling et al.'s (2009) codebook and adjusted to the Cuban context. In particular, for this phase of data collection, the first coder identified issues and topics covered in each post and extracted all the excerpts relevant to each specific topic. The second coder carried out input versus output verification, that is, she checked the correspondence between coded data and codes' definitions (Franzosi, 2004: 78) .
The present study specifically focuses on one of the general issues discussed in the blogs: the Revolution as a political process. This issue was chosen for its salience and its relevance to the political domain (Van Djik 1995: 25-29) . Three of the specific topics coded in the blogs were central to the unfolding of the political discourse around this issue: history of the Revolution, personal narratives of the past, and revolutionary idols. A total of 159 posts across 34 blogs from the four platforms addressed these specific topics, namely, 101 posts from Voces Cubanas blogs, 27 posts from Havana Times blogs, 2 posts from Bloggers Cuba blogs and 29 posts from La Joven Cuba.. Gamson (1992a) 's threefold approach to framing was then used to analyse the relevant excerpts from these 159 posts. More specifically, qualitative textual analysis was used to identify injustice, agency, and identity framing components in the discussion of the Revolution as a political process, with the ultimate goal to investigate how political discourse unfolds in contemporary Cuban blogging.
The Revolution and Beyond
"Patria o muerte" (fatherland or death) was the motto closing all Fidel Castro's speeches from January 1959 onwards (Hernandez-Reguant 2009a: 3). The idea of fatherland, at least for the first thirty years of the Castro's leadership, was directly linked to that of a political community whose ideological landmarks came from the very essence of the 1959 "Revolution". Those landmarks derived from a specific view of state socialism, one that framed Cuban society as "built on democratic values of equality, community and participation as defined and limited within a Martí inspired and Marxist-Leninist ideology" (Venegas 2010: 69) . With the post 1989 economic crisis and the initial transition towards economic reform, the meaning of both fatherland and socialism became more symbolic than literal. In particular, public discourse started framing Cuban society more as a cultural than a political community (Hernandez-Reguant 2009b: 69) and, via a process of discursive inclusion, for the first time it started including Cubans out of the country.
Public discourse on the Revolution -understood as an ongoing political process started in 1959 -has then undergone several discursive adjustments over the past five decades and certainly represents an important element of contemporary political discourse. The following three sections will specifically focus on the way in which Cuban bloggers from different ideological streams discuss the Revolution using injustice, agency, and identity framing.
Injustice
Voces Cubanas Bloggers Around 66% of the posts from Voces Cubanas bloggers discussing the Revolution use ideas of injustice. In particular, different phases of the Cuban history starting from 1959 are associated to personal struggles to obtain basic goods. This side of the Revolution is described with indignation:
"[with the Special Period] people started to understand that in order to obtain those dollars, that later became CUC iii , they had to do the opposite of what they were doing earlier. Hence, prostitution reappeared to meet tourists' demand and the granny with cancer had to move to a corner of the living room because her bedroom (the only one with a window on the street) had to be rented iv ." (Desde Aquí, 14/11/2011).
Often bloggers use the term "double morality" to explain how people adjust their public behaviour to meet state policies and avoid sanctions:
"There were demonstrations of double morality: lies to save one's job, lies to have the rights to go on a little trip, lies to be able to rejoin relatives and friends" (Por el ojo de la aguja, 09/05/2012).
As evident from the quotes above, poverty is a central element in the discussion of the Revolution and its outcomes. Poverty takes different aspects in different periods, but an ironic account from Generacion Y can be used as representative of several others from Voces Cubanas bloggers: "My only shoes had broken, those I had inherited from a friend when they already had huge holes in the soles. With them, I learned to walk rubbing the floor to hide the holes, but there was little I could do during the classes of Military Preparation. There, I had to lie down and crawl on the ground that -fictionally -was under enemy fire. And then I was under the fire, not of imperialism but of the jokes and cruel fun of those who had better shoes" (Generacion Y, 13/07/2011) Not only moral indignation permeates narratives of people who lie to state control and hate and spy on one another to obtain minimal benefits from state officials. Moral indignation is also used to blame directly the state for its repressive take on educational, religious, political matters and sexual orientation: "We were a generation whose eyes were covered at birth to dictate us the way to reason and erase our dreams, because they told us that the light would have blinded us. Our mothers stood injustice for fear and to protect us, because they knew that the worst had yet to come" (Los Hijos que nadie quiso, 19/08/2011).
Moreover, the Castros' governments are blamed of bolstering hatred within the Cuban population: "I remember crowds who, more than 30 years ago attacked and insulted whoever tried to emigrate […] . Those were the most offensive and hateful images that I can remember in all my life, organized by the Cuban government.
[…] To boost the vulgarity of the crowds has been one of the most successful methods of control used by the dictatorship" (Sin Evasion, 02/12/2011).
All the fragments so far reported are also representative of the sense of immutability that leaks from Voces Cubanas blogs. Evaluative statements showing acute indignation together with narratives of poverty and repression are all characterized by a fourth element that marks the injustice framing of these posts: an element of general resignation. These bloggers frame Cubans as tired by a long lasting situation and lacking any sort of agency to escape it: "I worked and sacrificed for a better future that has never come and will never come." (Por el ojo de la aguja, 10/08/2011) "Times do not change on this island." (Generacion Y, 07/09/2011) "The worst is that on the faces of the inhabitants there is a mark of forgotten, past glory turned into salt." (Generacion Y, 19/04/2012) The injustice component in Voces Cubanas' framing of the Revolution touches the different phases of the Castros' leadership, from the first thirty years of pure state socialism, to the harsh times of the Special Period when economic reform changed the original aspect of socialism in the country, and on to the current situation marked by the reforms brought by Raul Castro since 2008. There is a feeling of general rejection of the social changes that have affected civic life, with people being forced to struggle, lie and fight with one another to get basic goods and being controlled in different aspects of their private life. In fact, strong and direct criticism targets every aspect of state control. Injustice also lies in the widespread acceptance of the situation, where a tired population is framed as unable to react to see its basic rights respected.
Havana Times Bloggers
Similarly to Voces Cubanas, around 67% of the posts from Havana Times dealing with the Revolution draw upon an injustice component. The arguments used are also very similar, ranging from increasing poverty to political repression, on to the sense of "failed promises" following the initial years of the Revolution. However, while Voces Cubanas blogs express double indignation -directed at both state action and the changes affecting Cubans' civic life -here the attention is almost uniquely drawn to personal narratives and evaluative statements of state control, oppression and totalitarianism. The target of moral condemnation is then almost exclusively state action.
"To me the Cuban Revolution is a historical event definitely dried out, as the result more of the incapacity of those who were then young -today old -leaders to keep their promises than of the US embargo." (Alfredo Fernandez, 07/03/2012).
The blame is uniquely on Cuban leaders. Not only Havana Times bloggers generally discuss the failure of the Revolution as a process, they also report on specific phases and events that marked this failure. The "Zafra del 70" v is an example:
"It was a colossal mistake that left the economy of the country weaker than before. And the most tragic was that we could not reach the planned quota." (Osmel Almaguer, 31/10/2011).
Economy a part, state control on private life is also widely discussed via examples taken from the history of the Revolution. Prieto, for instance, discusses the UMAP:
"Military Units of Support for the Production, a type of forced work camps that existed in Cuba for a few years in the 60s, with the alleged aim to "eliminate social scourges". They hosted homosexuals, Christians, rockers, hippies, vanguard writers; all strange people and future members of the hierarchy of the Catholic Church and the Movimiento de la Nueva Trova". (Dmitri Prieto, 25/062012) In sum, Havana Times bloggers use explicit moral condemnation assigning the causes of injustice exclusively to the unfolding of the Revolution as directed by its leaders. Individual citizens participate in both narratives and evaluative statements but they always play the role of victims of the events, with no stress being put on any form of individual agency. One could say that the moral complexity of the issue is here eased by the explicit identification of a unique and undisputed target of blame. "These are not the times when 9 or 10 years old children had to leave home to learn something or when, aged 14, they managed to feed other kids. Those, the great majority of humble families, lived and survived capitalism; for this reason they valued and defended with all means the rising Revolution" (La Joven Cuba, 31/01/2012) "It is not in today's Cuba but in that before 1959 that inequalities and the lack of a future become evident" (La Joven Cuba, 07/06/2012)
La Joven Cuba Bloggers
One could say that La Joven Cuba writing follows a revolutionary rhetoric, still perfectly in line with the original values marking the foundation of the Castro's government in 1959. In fact, the two extracts above use traditional anti-capitalist claims and describe the Revolution as a bottom-up struggle for people's equality. However, among La Joven Cuba's posts one can also find a few more critical claims that, albeit not questioning the aims of the Revolution, condemn past policies and approaches to private life, in particular censorship on western music in the 60s:
"All this was responsibility of those who saw symptoms of "ideological diversionism" in those who spoke English and had long hair. In the end, these censors were counterrevolutionaries or at least antirevolutionaries." (La Joven Cuba, 06/02/2012) Most posts advance that what was wrong in the past fifty years was wrong because not in line with the original values of the Revolution, with the result of legitimising traditional revolutionary values. Finally, moral indignation only finds a contemporary target when it addresses the lack of political engagement of contemporary Cuban youth as opposed to past revolutionary leaders:
"What would Jose Antonio or Mella say if they saw this inertia? Were their death and life of battle devoted to this? Are we so arrogant to believe that we live in a perfect system that does not need the explosion of its student' vanguard to improve it?" (La Joven Cuba, 22/06/2012) La Joven Cuba definitely draws upon a socialist rhetoric, explicitly using arguments of injustice aligned with the traditional values of the Cuban Revolution. Instances of a critical approach do emerge in reflective accounts of past forms of censorship on popular culture and sexual orientation but moral indignation here is again functional to legitimise the very essence of the Revolution.
Agency Voces Cubanas Bloggers
Among Voces Cubanas posts on the Revolution, less than 10% use an agency component. In fact, the social dynamics and political structures described via the injustice component discourage any sense of agency and induce the expression of collective helplessness. Voices of potential agency are extremely limited and tend to centre on a private rather than a collective sphere of action. For instance, Lilianne Ruiz writes in relation to her young daughter at school: "I won't allow them to use my daughter in their political campaigns.
[…] I can't condemn my daughter to be an outcast like me." (Lilianne Ruiz, 05/12/2011) The rare accounts of collective agency primarily refer to the 90s when the first critical graffiti appeared on the walls of La Havana, together with the first and limited, oppositional voices in the public arena.
"It is right to admit that the oppositional action at the beginning of the 90s of the past century had the responsibility to break the myth of the political "unanimity" in Cuba and forced the government to admit the existence of sectors opposed to the system." (Sin Evasion, 18/07/2011) Generally speaking, these elements of agency deliver more a sense of quiescence than one of action. They indeed provide evidence of a will for change but are far from generating a sense of potential for collective agency.
Havana Times Bloggers
Almost 15% of Havana Times posts dealing with the Revolution use an agency component. As in Voces Cubanas, the potential for agency expressed in these posts is very limited and often expressed through the acknowledgement that there is no potential at all. For instance, Osmel Almaguer writes: "These are vices of a socialist society devastated by the Special Period. I do not have a solution. I can't imagine a change that could fix the majority of these problems" (Osmel Almaguer, 13/02/2012) Overall, the agency component in Havana Times posts on the Revolution is used to express the absence of potential for collective action in a way that is even more dramatic than in Voces Cubanas blogs.
La Joven Cuba Bloggers
Close to 28% of the posts from La Joven Cuba advance ideas of agency when discussing the Revolution. The framing of potential for future action here is totally different from that scantily present in Voces Cubanas and Havana Times. In fact, as in the case of the injustice component, the expression of collective agency aligns with the socialist rhetoric and stands in defence of the Revolution: "We have to involve young people more in the revolutionary process, talk much with them, make them feel protagonist and realise that their voice is important". (La Joven Cuba, 31/01/2012).
"We are the basis of this society and we must use our revolutionary being to guide us in the attempt to build a better future" (La Joven Cuba, 22 06 2012).
Social agency is here driven by a moral obligation to the Cuban community, seemingly recalling the notion of fatherland so often mentioned in the Castro's rhetoric of the nation:
"We still have to create an autochthonous Marxist model, under enemy fire and living together with many who, thinking to create a better world, hijack it with their ignorance, while others do the same for opportunism". (La Joven Cuba, 27/09/2011).
In La Joven Cuba, agency is represented as an indispensable duty, primarily driven by anti-capitalist and collectivist values. The level of the discussion around social agency remains almost entirely abstract, anchored to the traditional landmarks of Cuban socialist rhetoric.
Identity
Voces Cubanas Bloggers Identity, like injustice, is a dominant framing component in Voces Cubanas discussions on the Revolution as 66% of the relevant posts use ideas of identity. The identity framing provided by these posts is mainly adversarial, that is, it is functional to draw a dividing line between a "we" -the common people -and a "they" -mainly political leaders and party officials. In fact, identity is built via the identification of social groups with opposing features, e.g., those who have (i.e., politicians) and those who haven't (i.e., the people), revolutionaries and non/anti revolutionaries, those who stay in Cuba and those who emigrate; and contrasting ideological elements, e.g., socialist values and bourgeoisie values, religion and radical atheism. Adversarial framing is often generated by addressing very specific targets as responsible of the economic decline of the country: "Due to the totalitarian will of Fidel Castro who, for more than fifty years, considered everything as his own property […], the last piece of Cuban patrimony that could survive is housing" (Los Hijos que nadia quiso, 15/11/2011) "Where were our leaders who did not realise that everything was quickly deteriorating?" (Por el ojo de la aguja, 20/07/2011) "The same fundamentalist power that has led us to destruction, that after fifty years of catastrophic direction has reduced our sugar production to less than 45 plant sites, that is, one and a half million tons, has then turned us into sugar importers. They left us without sugar and without a country. Is this surrealism?" (Criollo liberal, 17/04/2012).
But again, as discussed earlier in relation to injustice framing, the downfalls are not only economic as in Voces Cubanas posts what "they" have done has led to changes in what "we" have become:
"I am worried about the future. Either you are an outcast, or a supporter of the government or you pretend you are" (Lillianne Ruiz, 05/12/2011).
Overall, identity is a strong component of Voces Cubanas framing and it strictly intertwines with ideas of injustice. Identity is functional to both express social divides and identify those specific targets of blame for which much injustice is affecting the society. Most importantly, the targets of adversarial framing are specific actors (i.e., political leaders: Fidel Castro, Raul Castro, Party officials) rather than abstractions (e.g., poverty, frustration), indicating potential for the emergence of collective action framing (Gamson 1992a: 85) .
Havana Times Bloggers
Havana Times Bloggers use ideas of identity in almost half of their posts on the Revolution. The demarcation between "we" and "they" is very similar to that in Voces Cubanas writing: "This is the situation in which Cubans live today, mostly due to the permanence in power of a generation who self-proclaimed, for more than five decades, as the only one able to lead the country" (Alfredo Fernandez, 07/03/2012).
As evident, political leaders are still target of blame while the population is victim of injustice. It is particularly interesting to see how Cubans' identity in the 60s is framed as entirely crafted around a Soviet cultural model:
"there was no house without a Matrioska (dolls from Russian folklore) or a teddy bear Micha (logo of the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow). People now over 35 y.o. have used a watch labelled Poljot, Vostok o Raketa, had to study Russian at school or listened to the lessons on the radio or TV." (Dariela Aquique, 28/08/2011).
It is exactly the use of personal narratives to describe identity changes in the Cuban population that makes Havana Times adversarial framing particularly interesting. Potential for collective action is less strong here than that in Voces Cubanas writing but the expression of cultural shifts due to political and economic changes, provides a powerful account of identity transitions in the Cuban society.
Bloggers Cuba Bloggers
Bloggers Cuba writing only devotes two posts to the Revolution where it provides a channel of identification via the glorification of traditional revolutionary idols: "In the new sceneries and challenges that pushed the construction of a new society, Che understood that the fundamental element of the revolutionary work was the ideal of the New Man, and he embraced the ideals of Antonio Guiteras vi " (Bubusopia, 25/09/2011).
The use of Cuban heroes to frame identity can be further interpreted by looking at La Joven Cuba writing.
La Joven Cuba Bloggers
Slightly more than half of La Joven Cuba posts on the Revolution use an identity component. Similarly to Bloggers Cuba, revolutionary idols -especially Che Guevara -are here used as models for identification:
"The paradigmatic figure of Ernesto Guevara de la Serna is today more recurrent than ever. This Argentinean Cuban, or better this Argentinean of the world, for his example, sacrifice and pain, is guide and reason, energy and will for our land "from Rio Bravo to Patagonia". (La Joven Cuba, 09/10/2011).
"[Los Cinco
vii ] have demonstrated that not only one has to believe in a cause; one needs to risk to defend it, as Che taught us" (La Joven Cuba, 05/07/2012)
The ideological rhetoric of La Joven Cuba reaches its climax with the identification of traditional and new revolutionary idols to be taken as exemplars. Actors here remain behavioural icons and participate in the reiteration of the traditional revolutionary vocabulary of action. In fact, La Joven Cuba writing shows here little evidence of a renewed discussion of identity values, still profoundly rooted in nostalgic accounts of an all-Cuban socialist discourse.
Discussion
In authoritarian contexts like Cuba, where media channels are either state-controlled or funded by foreign countries opposing the ruling government, mainstream media discourse can only provide a highly biased contribution to the development of political consciousness. An "integrated resource strategy" (Gamson, 1992a: 117-134) -where media discourse, personal experience and cultural knowledge all contribute to political cognition -is therefore limited in the sense that media discourse will be extremely polarised, either in total favour or in total opposition to state politics. A reason why blogospheres can become a viable platform for the expression of political consciousness in authoritarian contexts is exactly the fact that blogs often become diary-like productions where experiential and cultural knowledge, more than media discourse, highly influence the evaluation of content (Papacharissi, 2008: 238) . In fact, an analysis of posts on civic life and societal issues allows one to measure the development of different framing processes broadly relevant to the political domain and to evaluate the extent to which such framing processes may hide deliberative quality of some sort.
This study used Gamson's theorisation of collective action frames to explore the way in which blogs from different ideological streams use ideas of injustice, agency and identity to discuss the Cuban Revolution as a political process. Findings show that the Cuban blogosphere overall hosts a varied discourse network that, although presenting strong elements of polarisation, offers an interesting mix of critical evaluations, personal commentaries and traditional socialist rhetoric that constitute the raw materials for an emerging online political debate. One of the most interesting features is that this particular mix varies depending on the ideological leaning of the bloggers.
Bloggers from the critical side of the political continuum heavily draw upon personal narratives. They use an injustice component to express moral indignation against governmental policies and state control via accounts of personal struggles. Voces Cubanas bloggers in particular express double indignation, i.e., at both state action and Cubans' lack of reaction. If the injustice component in this writing is very strong, elements of agency, while providing evidence of a will for change, are far from showing potential for collective action. In fact, the second target of indignation in Voces Cubanas posts, i.e., people's inaction, both permeates ideas of non-agency and contributes to an identity component. Identity is also built via a strong adversarial framing where the targets of blame are extremely concrete (i.e., political leaders).
More state-aligned bloggers, when discussing the Revolution, draw upon the Cuban cultural background of the past five decades more than on personal narratives. In terms of injustice, they broadly portray the year 1959 as the watershed for the transition between injustice and justice in Cuban history. In fact, their framing of social agency also remains almost entirely abstract, mainly grounded in the discussion of anti-capitalist and collectivist values. Identity is built around the iconisation of traditional revolutionary idols (e.g., Che Guevara) and the identification of contemporary ones (e.g., Los Cinco).
Overall, data show that political discourse in Cuban blogs grows around an often-unbalanced mix of experiential knowledge and traditional socialist rhetoric. On one hand, experiential knowledge -mainly used by critical bloggers -draws upon proximity issues, that is, cognitive elements that are salient to everyday life. On the other hand, traditional rhetoric -exclusively employed by state sympathisersresonates with the Cuban political culture of the past fifty years. While these elements characterise the emergence of political consciousness and political debate, data show little evidence of potential for collective action. On one side, critical bloggers produce strong injustice and identity components with emphasis on adversarial framing but their writing entirely lacks expression of agency, hence deliberative strength. On the other side, state-aligned bloggers mainly construct meaning on the basis of abstract elements, with very limited efforts in expressing action potential via any frame components.
